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COMPUTERS 6TECHNOLOGY
Censorship of
cyberspace a
-personal choice
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EARN to make bombs.
Revel in pornography.

Terrorize your e n.e mies.

Be terrorized yourself.
Is this what the world-wide Internet commumcations network
is all about?
Congress is interested in this
question . It has held hearings on
...
terrorism and
<
"mayhem" on
James
. ..;' t k Sen
the Internet
_
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_
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Byl, TrotterHudy 'cy on the Intemet. As the
nation
and
the world discover the volume and scope of
communication on our newest
technological medium of expression , it seems as though the only
thing growing faster than the Internet itself may be a fear of th e
1nternet and what it means for
our society.
But like the Communist scares
of the 1950s, like the widespread
fear of bomb-throwing anarch ists
in the 19th century or the fear of
witches in 17th century SalemI
the current reaction to the world's
most impressive means of communication is wildly overstated.
Most of the urge to "control the
Internet"arises from a m isunderstanding of what the Internet is
and how it works. Even the term
"the Internet" is misleading. It is
not a sing le thing or organization;
it's s imply a collective term for all
the compu ters that "talk" with
each other by foll owing a common
technica l standard. Computer
owners around the world, from
universities to bus inesses to charities to individuals, have chosen
to have their computers follow
this sta ndard. As a resu lt, they
can communicate with other s imilar compu ters, some 2 million to
3 milli.'!!}.JJf, them by current estimates.
The In temet is much less like
a "giant library" or a "..";a nl database" than it is like several million indi vid ual libraries, or bookstores. cl assrooms, newsstands,
conference centers, ma ilboxes,
locker- rooms, lecture halls, academic j ournals, self-help . gTOUpS
and more, for all of these activities take place on the In ternet as
well .
To ask : who controls the Inter,
nct" is reall y UJ ask "who controls
all th(~ computers connected to
the In ternet?" And that's just like
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asking "who controls a ll the
world's bookstores, classrooms,
n!?:wsstands, conference centers,
and so on?"The answer is simple:
the people \\[ho own them.
Does t hat mean that the Internet is in a state of chaos, a lawless
territory where only outlaws reel
at home? or course not. Many of
our laws al ready deal with
wrongs comm itted in the course
of communicating information to
others. When such communications take place over the Internet,
theY·aFe just as wrongful and just as subject to the legal system as
they would have been if they took
place 'by ordlOary mail or a telephone call or a face-to-face conversation .
It is illegal to threaten someone in person, for example. And it
is illegal to threat en them over
the Internet. It is illegal to steal
trade secrets and sell them to a
company's competitors, or to copy
and sell a copyrighted novel on a
street comer without permission.
Both are illegal when carried out
over the Internet, too.
In these and countless other
situations, from bribery to conspiracy, price-fixing to murder
contracts and more, our legal system punishes the communication
of certain types of information .
Both common sense and a growing number of recent court cases
show that our courts will continue
to enforce these prohibitions,
whether applied to street-corner
conversations, to postcards - or
to communications'over the Internet.
So why are Congress and others concerned about the Internet?
For the most part, the' concerns
are not about controlling "behavior" on the Intemet. That's already taken care of by all the laws
just mentioned. The concern is
over"content" - about the type of
information available from computers connected to the In tern ot .
A huge amount of information
is available. 'There a re millions of
computers, a nd their millions of
owners put wha tever information
on them they choose to put. Without ques tion , some of this "information" is pornography. Some of
it is about ex plos ives. Some ont is
vile and disgusting by almost
anyone's standards.
But the same thing is true of
alf the world's books, magaz ines,
newsstands, and so on. And like
. those·books·and magazines,-most
of what appears on the Inte rnet is
not pornobrraphic or abo ut may-
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raphy to minors, It is also illegal to
make. sell, or even o\vn pornogra·
phy that itself involves children as
models or participants. These laws
apply to the Internet just as much
as to· books or magazines, and they
should be enforced with equal vigi lance. \Ve do not need new legisla·
tion to handle problems that have
long been recognized as of special
concern for our young people.
\\nat Congress should not do
and may not constitutionallv do is
to red~ce adults to readir{g and
\iev.-ing only those things that are
suitable for children.
So what's a parent to do? Well,
what do parents do today off the
Internet, when faced with the fact
that real life is a diverse place, with
acti ons, language. images and be·
ha\;or that are often unsuitable for
children? They respond by control·
ling their children: by limiting
where they can go, how late they
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that would make an intimate elee tronic love letter between spouses
into 8 criminal offense.
Besides, the technology that
brings us access to distant informahem, nor is it vile or disgustin g.
tion also can help us in controlling
Much of it is boring and humdrum.
access to it. Already computer soft:\. great deal of it is for scholars and
\vare is corning onto . the market
researcherS. Some of it is tri\;al.
that \\;ll allow parents-to block Be·
Some of it is beautifuL Ever\' sort
cess to certain parts of the Internf information is on the In~met's
net. This is how it should be done:
computers, just as it is on the
Those .who want control can have
world's printed pages.
it.; those who don't have children,
And as \\ith beaut\', the value
don't have to control access. Surely
and worth of information is often
with the extraordinary diversity of
111 the ey·e of the beh ·)lder. By retastes that exist in America, the
cent estimates, the ·2 million to 3
best solutions are those that cater
million computers on the Internet
to t.hat diversity through indh;dual
are accessible to and used bv some
control. not those that reject diver·
20 million to 30 million ind;'idual
sityoutright.
"beholders," a number grovting e\'.
\Vorries by Congress over uncry day. Is there a single standard
seemly information on the lnternet
,If appropriateness or \'alue or utili·
are real; they are grounded in fact;
t,· or beauty for all these different
they are well-intended. But they
people? Of course not.
should not lead to new laws that
-- - -'Fhat"'..whl~fifly-aH<!mp~by.. the-c!ULlilay_out._and_the-people..~treaL.the...lntemeLas..iLiLwere..
~o\'ernment to control the content associate with. Parents can and children's magazine, with Congress
~)f the information on the Inter. should do the same wit h their as the editor· in-chief.
net's computers is a mistake. \Ve children on the Internet.
It is not up to the government,
3 re a diverse and heterogeneot::l.
T oday, parents may not be but rather to ourselves as individu·
7
30cietv. V\. e don't all like the same aware of the scope and diversity of also as parents, and as members of
lhing~. \Ve don't all approve or dis- life on the Internet. And we can different religious and cultural
3.ppron' of the same things, \Ve t hank Congress for beginning to communitil:s, to see to it that we
:lon·t all read, watch, or enjoy the bring this matter to our atU!ntion. and our children pass by the chaff
,arne things.
But the proper response is for all of and take advantage of the rich harNot only is government control us to be responsible for our child· vest of wheat the Internet can
;')[ information a mistake as a mat- ren, not for Congress to pass laws bring us,
ter of common sense, it is also a
mistake legally, The diversity of
th is cou ntr~y's population is sup·
ported by the Consti tution's First
.-\mendment, which prohibits the
f:0\'ernme nt from restricting the
freedoms of speech and press.
The Internet is a remarkable
technology: It brings 10 average cit·
[zens a speaker's forum and a press
that can reach large audiences at
\'€nr low cost. It would be foolish
and unfortunate for Congress to
abr idge the freedoms of speech and
press for the very technology that
has brought speech and a press
within the average citizen's grasp.
But what about children" Manv
who support the First Amendmeu"t
are still worried about \... hat their
kids might stumble into on the Inte rnet, and wonder if Congress
can't protect them.
Yes, it can - and does already.
For instance, many existing laws
make it illegal to distribute pornog-
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